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Abstract:
Information-theoretic studies on the fundamental limits of communication over wireless fading
channels typically rely on simplifying assumptions, such as perfect channel state information
(CSI), infinite blocklength, and vanishing probability of error. Although these assumptions are
reasonable for most of the current wireless communication systems, they may be inaccurate
for next-generation wireless systems. Indeed, next-generation wireless systems will need to
support a much wider range of features, such as ultra-high data rate, extremely low latency,
and low energy consumption, for which the assumptions listed above may not be valid. In this
talk I will discuss the fundamental limits of fading channels under a set of assumptions that are
more relevant for future wireless systems. In particular, I will consider three scenarios: capacity
of massive MIMO channels without a priori CSI; maximal achievable rate for a given blocklength
over a quasi-static MIMO fading channel; minimum energy required to transmit k bits over a
MIMO fading channel. I will also discuss how familiar information-theoretic tools when applied
appropriately lead to sharp characterization of the fundamental limits in these scenarios.
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